
● SIMILE : comparison using like or as
She runs like a cheetah. 

● METAPHOR: comparison using is, was, were
He is a beast at basketball. 



TONE: 
the author's emotional attitude toward 
the reader or subject 
> how the author feels about the topic



PERSONIFICATION 
A figure of speech which gives the qualities of a person 
to an animal, an object, or an idea. 

Example: “Last night the wind was howling!" 
The wind cannot literally howl. 

Only a living thing can howl.



Symbolism: using an object to represent a 
bigger, more detailed idea
“The Rose that Grew from Concrete” by Tupac Amaru Shakur
Did u hear about the rose that grew from a crack 
In the concrete
Proving nature’s law is wrong it learned 2
Walk without having feet
Funny it seems, but by keeping its dreams, 
It learned 2 breathe fresh air.
Long live the rose that grew from concrete
When no one else even cared. 









Rhyme scheme: the repetition of sounds at the ends of words or 
poetry lines; a pattern of sound

Examples:

..... bee (a) ..... dog (a)

..... cat (b) ..... maid (b)

..... tree (a) ..... lie (c)

..... mat (b) ..... paid (b)

..... pie (c)



Practice - label rhyme scheme
“The Rose that Grew from Concrete” by Tupac Amaru Shakur

Did u hear about the rose that grew from a crack  (a) 
In the concrete (b) 
Proving nature’s law is wrong it learned 2 (c) 
Walk without having feet (b) 
Funny it seems, but by keeping its dreams, (d) 
It learned 2 breathe fresh air. ( e) 
Long live the rose that grew from concrete (b) 
When no one else even cared. (e) 



Mike & Josh - on Violence/ Beat Boxing
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zw4Q6HpScJc

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zw4Q6HpScJc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zw4Q6HpScJc


ONOMATOPOEIA
the use of words or phrases that sound like 
things which they refer to 

examples: buzz

   clink



ALLITERATION
Repeated consonant sounds (non-vowels) occurring 
at the beginning of words or within words. 

Example: 
Wendy was wide-eyed and wondering while she waited for 
Walter to waken.

Vowels: a, e, i, o, u 



Create your own alliteration sentence with your name - 

you should have at least SIX words that start with your first letter of 
your first OR last name!!! Highlight the letter.  It should kind of reflect 
who you are!!! ;) 

Turn-in on half sheet of blank paper - neatly write or type and decorate. 

Other examples: 

Ms. Rocky raises her rock music when she races home after rhyming with her rowdy, rambunctious students. 

Maria likes Mexican music, musical movies, mangos, and M&Ms. 

Joanna Flores likes fluffy flowers, fun friends, and fantastic food. 



Other Poetry Notes -comp book. 

• oxymoron: a combination of two words that 
appear to contradict each other.

Ex: bittersweet, quiet scream

• hyperbole: an outrageous exaggeration used for 
effect.

Ex: My backpack weighs a ton.





● SIMILE : _________________________
She runs like a cheetah. 

● METAPHOR: _______________________
He is a beast at basketball. 



TONE: 



PERSONIFICATION 

Example: “Last night the wind was howling!" 
The wind cannot literally howl. 

Only a living thing can howl.



Symbolism: 

“The Rose that Grew from Concrete” by Tupac Amaru Shakur
Did u hear about the rose that grew from a crack 
In the concrete
Proving nature’s law is wrong it learned 2
Walk without having feet
Funny it seems, but by keeping its dreams, 
It learned 2 breathe fresh air.
Long live the rose that grew from concrete
When no one else even cared. 



Rhyme scheme: 

Examples:

..... bee (a) ..... dog (a)

..... cat (b) ..... maid (b)

..... tree (a) ..... lie (c)

..... mat (b) ..... paid (b)

..... pie (c)

*Practice labeling 
the rhyme scheme 
on previous slide. 



ONOMATOPOEIA

examples: buzz

   clink



ALLITERATION

Example: 
Wendy was wide-eyed and wondering while she waited for 
Walter to waken.

Vowels: a, e, i, o, u 



Other Poetry Notes -comp book. 

• oxymoron: _______________________________
__________________________________________

Ex: bittersweet, quiet scream

• hyperbole: _____________________________
________________________________________

Ex: My backpack weighs a ton.


